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Brief

Redesign an existing dictionary.

Design only 1 page but consider the book 
as a whole 3D object.

Look closely at how the users navigation 
through the book.

Consider:

•	 Size	&	Format
•	 Typeface
•	 Leading
•	 Typographic	distinction
•	 Structure
•	 Hierarchy
•	 Margins
•	 Grid	systems
•	 Columns
•	 Paragraph	settings
•	 Paper
•	 Binding	

Summary
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Visual References 

I	looked	at	all	the	dictionary	style	of	books	I	
could	find	and	further	online	image	examples	
to	help	me	get	a	sense	of	what	existed	already	
in	the	format	I	was	to	design;	what	were	the	
elements	of	the	design	that	had	worked	and	
the	aspects	that	I	thought	hadn’t	been	so	
successful.
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the Dictionary

I	chose	this	one	to	re-design	[below].	It	was	a	Dictionary	&	Thesaurus	
all	in	one.	Vaguely	pocket	size	-	although	wouldn’t	actually	fit	in	a	
pocket	comfortably	due	to	its	693	pages.	It	had	a	colourful,	almost	
garish,	cover	design	but	is	simply	black	&	white	inside.	

The	Dictionary	entries	were	situated	at	the	top	of	the	page	and	the	
corresponding	(most	of	the	time)	Thesaurus	entries	at	the	bottom	
separated	with	a	solid	line	[right].

It	constituted	of	both	serif	&	sans	serif	fonts;	bold	&	italic;	and	2	sets	of	
small	caps	running	heads	throughout	[right	bottom].	Page	numbers	
were	top	inside	margin	and	2	navigational	words	top	outside	edge	per	
spread.
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Transcription

Thesaurus [below] from ‘SIDE’ to ‘SITE’:
29	words	definitions
331	words	in	total
2,357	characters
2654	characters	&	spaces	

Time	consuming	but	a	necessary	task.	I	chose	a	selection	from	the	
letter ‘S’	as	my	sample	text	to	work	with.

From	these	unedited	transcriptions	you	can	quickly	and	clearly	see	
why	there	needs	to	be	a	design	for	a	dictionary.	Trying	to	navigate	your	
way	through	a	block	of	text	with	no	‘design	input’	would	be	an	abso-
lute	nightmare!

side	n	one	of	the	surfaces	of	object	that	is	to	right	or	left;	
aspect;	faction	--adj	at,	in	the	side;	subordinate	--v	(usu.	
with	with)	take	up	cuse	of	siding	n	short	line	of	rails	from	
main	line	sideboard	n	piece	of	dining	room	furniture	
sideburns	pl	n	man's	side	whiskers	side	effect	additional	
undesirable	effect	side-kick	n	Inf	close	associate	sidelong	
adj	not	directly	forward	--adv	obliquely	sidestep	v	avoid	
sidetrack	v	divert	from	main	topic	sideways	adv	to	or	from	
the	side
sidle	v	move	in	furtive	or	stealthy	manner;	move	sideways
siege	n	besieging	of	town
siesta	n	rest,	sleep	in	afternoon
sieve	n	device	with	perforated	bottom	--v	sift;	strain
sift	v	separate	coarser	portion	from	finer
sigh	v/n	(utter)	long	audible	breath
sight	n	faculty	of	seeing;	thing	seen;	glimpse;	device	for	
guiding	eye;	spectacle	-v	catch	sight	of;	adjust	sight	on	gun	
etc.	sightseeing	n	visiting	places	of	interest
sign	n	mark,	gesture	etc.	to	convey	some	meaning;	(board	
bearing)	notice	etc.;	symbol;	omen	--v	put	one's	signature	
to;	make	sign	or	gesture
signal	n	sign	to	convey	order	or	information;	Radio	etc.	
sequence	of	electrical	impulses	transmitted	or	received	
--adj	remarkable	--v	-nalling,	-nalled	make	signals	to;	give	
orders	etc.	by	signals
signatory	n	one	of	those	who	signs	agreements,	treaties
signature	n	person's	name	written	by	himself	signature	
tune	tune	sued	to	introduce	television	or	radio	programme
signet	n	small	seal
significant	adj	revealing;	designed	to	make	something	
known;	important	significance	n
signify	v	-fying,	-fied	mea,	indicate:	imply;	be	of	importance
silage	n	fodder	crop	stored	in	state	of	partial	fermentation
silence	n	absence	of	noise;	refraining	from	speech	--v	make	
silent;	put	a	stop	to	silencer	n	device	to	reduce	noise	of	
engine	exhaust,	gun	etc.	silent	adj
silhouette	n	outline	of	object	seen	against	light	--v	shown	in	
silhouette
silica	n	naturally	occurring	dioxide	of	silicon
silicon	n	brittle	metal-like	element	found	in	sand,	clay,	
stone	silicon	chip	tiny	wafer	of	silicon	used	in	electronics
silk	n	fibre	mage	by	silkworms;	thread,	fabric	made	from	
this	silky	adj	silkworm	n	larva	of	certain	moth
sill	n	ledge	beneath	window
silly	adj	foolish;	trivial
silo	n	(pl	-los)	pit,	tower	for	storing	fodder
silt	n	mud	deposited	by	water	--v	fill,	be	choked	with	silt
silver	n	white	precious	metal;	silver	coins;	cutlery	--adj	
made	of	silver;	resembling	silver	or	its	colour	silvery	adj
similar	adj	resembling,	like	similarity	n	likeness
simile	n	comparison	of	one	thing	with	another
simmer	v	keep	or	be	just	below	boiling	point;	be	in	state	of	
suppressed	rage
simper	v	smile,	utter	in	silly	or	affected	way
simple	adj	not	complicated;	plain;	not	complex;	ordinary;	
stupdi	simpleton	n	foolish	person	simplicity	n	simplify	v	

Dictionary [right] from ‘SIDE’ to ‘SITE’:
58	words	definitions
799	words	in	total
3,909	characters
4,632	characters	&	spaces	

-fying,	-fied	make	simple,	plain	or	easy	simply	adj
simulate	v	make	pretence	of;	reproduce	simulation	n
simultaneous	adj	occuring	at	the	same	time
sin	n	breaking	of	divine	or	moral	law	--v	sinning,	sinned	
commit	sin	sinful	adj	sinner	n
since	prep	during	period	of	time	ofter	--conj	from	time	
when;	because	--adj	from	that	time
sincere	adj	not	hypocritical;	genuine	sincerity	n
sine	n	in	a	right-angled	triangle,	ratio	of	opposite	side	to	
hypotenuse
sinew	n	tough,	fibrous	cord	joining	muscle	to	bone
sing	v	singing,	sang,	sung	utter	(sounds,	words)	with	musi-
cal	modulation;	hum,	ring;	celebrate	in	son	singer	n
singe	v	singeing,	singed	burn	surface	of
single	adj	one	only;	unmarried;	for	one;	denoting	ticket	for	
outward	journey	only	--n	single	thing	--v	pick	(out)	single	file	
persons	in	one	line	single-handed	adj	without	assistance	
single-minded	adj	having	one	aim	only	
singlet	n	sleeveless	underest
singular	adj	remarkable;	unique;	denoting	one	person	or	
thing
sinister	adj	threatening;	evil-looking;	wicked
sink	v	sinking,	sank,	sunk	or	sunken	become	submerged;	
drop;	decline;	penetrate	(into);	cause	to	sink;	make	be	
digging	out;	invest	--n	fixed	basin	with	waste	pipe
sinuous	adj	curving
sinus	n	cavity	in	bone,	esp.	of	skull
sip	v	sipping,	sipped	drink	in	very	small	portions	--	amount	
sipped
siphon,	syphon	n/v	(device	to)	draw	liquid	from	container
sir	n	polite	term	of	address	for	a	man
sire	n	male	parent,	esp.	of	horse	or	domestic	animal	--v	
father
siren	n	device	making	loud	wailing	noise
sirloin	n	prime	cut	of	beef
sissy	adj/n	weak,	cowardly	(person)
sister	n	daughter	of	same	parents;	woman	fellow-member;	
senior	nurse	sister-in-law	n	sister	of	husband	or	wife;	
brother's	wife
sit	v	sitting,	sat	rest	on	buttocks,	thighs,	perch,	pose	for	
portrait;	hold	session;	remain;	take	examintion;	keep	watch	
over	baby	etc.
sitar	n	stringed	musical	instrument	of	India
site	n	place,	space	for	building	--v	provide	with	site

side	n	border,	edge,	limit,	margin,	perimeter,	rim,	verge;	aspect,	face,	facet,	flank,	part,	surface,	view;	camp	faction,	partly,	
sect,	team
sidetrack	deflect,	distract,	divert	
sift	filter,	separate,	sieve
sight	n	eye,	eyes,	seeing,	vision;	display,	exhibition,	scene,	show,	spectacle,	vista	--v	observe,	perceive,	see,	spot
sign	n	clue,	evidence,	gesture,	hint,	indicate,	proof,	signal,	symptom,	token;	board,	notice,	placard;	badge,	device,	emblem,	
ensign,	logo,	mark,	symbol;	augury,	auspice,	omen,	portent,	warning	--v	autograph,	endorse,	initial;	beckon,	gesticulate,	
gesture,	indicate,	signal
signal	n	beacon,	cue,	gesture,	indication,	mark,	sign	--v	beckon,	gesture,	indicate,	motion,	sign
significance	force,	import,	meaning,	message,	point;	consequence,	importance,	relevance,	weight
significant	expressive,	indicative,	meaningful;	critical,	important,	momentous,	vital,	weighty
silence	n	calm,	hush,	peace,	quiet,	stillness;	dumbness,	muteness,	reticence,	taciturnity	--v	cut	off,	cut	short,	gag,	muffle,	
quieten,	still
silent	hushed,	quiet,	soundless,	still;	dumb,	mute,	speechless,	taciturn,	voiceless,	wordless
silhouette	n	form,	outline,	profile,	shape
silly	absurd,	asinine,	fatuous,	foolhardy,	foolish,	idiotic,	inane,	irresponsible,	ridiculous,	stupid
similar	alike,	comparable,	resembling,	uniform
similarity	affinity,	closeness,	correspondence,	likeness,	resemblance
simple	clear,	easy	easy-peasy	Sl,	intelligible,	lucid,	plain,	uncomplicated,	understandable;	natural,	plain,	unfussy;	elemen-
tary,	pure,	single,	uncombined,	unmixed;	brainless,	dense,	feeble,	foolish,	obtuse,	slow,	stupid,	think
simplicity	clarity,	clearness,	ease;	naturalness,	plainness,	purity
simultaneous	at	the	same	time,	coinciding,	concurrent,	contemporaneous
sin	n	crime,	evil,	guilt,	iniquity,	misdeed,	offence,	trespass,	inrighteousness,	wickedness	--v	err,	fall,	lapse,	offend,	trans-
gress
sincere	artless,	candid,	earnest,	frank,	genuine,	guileless.	honest,	open,	real,	true,	unnaffected
sincerity	candour,	frankness,	genuineness,	honesty,	truth
sinful	bad,	corrupt,	guilty,	immoral,	iniquitous,	unrighteous,	wicked
sing	chant,	croon,	trill,	warble
single	individual,	lone,	one,	sole,	solitary;	free,	unattached,	unmarried,	unwed
single-minded	dedicated,	determinded,	dogged,	fixed,	steadfast
singular	exceptional,	notable,	noteworthy,	outstanding,	remarkable,	unparalleled;	individual,	separate,	single
sinister	menacing,	ominous,	threatening
sink	v	decline,	descend,	dip,	disappear,	drop,	ebb,	fall,	lower,	plunge,	submerge,	subside;	decay,	decline,	die,	diminish,	
dwindle,	fade,	lessen
sit	perch,	rest,	settle,;	assemble,	convene,	meet
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Intention

Everyone	was	questioning	why	we	were	being	asked	to	redesign	a	
dictionary.	I	guess	it	was	a	valid	concern,	how	could	we	completely	
change	and/or	improve	the	concept	of	a	dictionary,	or	as	some	people	
chose	to	try	-	to	turn	the	dictionary,	as	we	know	it,	on	its	head.

I	wanted	to	focus	my	prime	attention	initially	on	the	typographical	
elements	of	the	design	and	not	concern	myself	too	much	with	coming	
up	with	a	completely	new	concept	-	plus	that	wasn’t	what	the	original	
brief	called	for.

I	was	keen	to	explore	colour	-	what	it	could	add	to	the	design	by	
highlighting	needed	elements	to	help	guide	the	user	quickly	and	more	
effectively;	I	wanted	all	the	components	to	work	together	in	harmony	
and,	if	I	could,	try	to	subtly	update	the	idea	of	a	dictionary.	

Fonts

One	of	the	first	and	major	concerns	was	the	
font	choice.	This	decision	making	process	
had	to	be	very	practical	and	methodical.	I	
complied	and	printed	many	sheets	of	fonts	
[bottom]	and	the	more	usable	ones	in	all	their	
styles	to	see	how	they	could	work	together	
and	how	much	variation	I	would	have	to	play	
with	-		it	needed	a	‘Book’,	‘Italic’	and	‘Bold’	
at	least	[right	&	below].	I	was	also	already	
looking	generally	at	different	sizes	of	fonts	to	
see	how	small	I	could	go	and	still	be	readable	
-	I	wanted	to	save	space	but	the	end	design	
must	be	usable	and	easily	read	[below	left].

I	must	admit	I	
changed	my	font	a	
few	times	throughout	
my	experimentation,	
it	would	have	been	
easier	to	stick	with	
one	but	if	it	wasn’t	
perfect	and	didn’t	
work	in	harmony	
with	everything	else,	
then,	another	had	to	
be	found.
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Decisions

Page	Size
155x107mm

I	chose	a	spread	size	that	was	smaller	than	
an	A4	page	but	bigger	than	the	original	
(which	was	smaller	than	an	A5).	This	increase	
in	size	resulted	in	less	pages	due	to	more	text	
per	page	-	the	book	needed	to	be	thinner	to	fit	
more	comfortably	in	the	hand.	

The	size	didn’t	vary	throughout	at	all,	I	was	
happy	with	it	so	I	made	the	design	to	fit	the	
page	size.

side DIC TIONARY site

THESAURUS

side n one of the surfaces of object that is to 
right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, in the 
side; subordinate ~v (usu. with with) take up 
cuse of siding n short line of rails from main 
line sideboard n piece of dining room furni-
ture sideburns pl n man's side whiskers side 
effect additional undesirable effect side-kick 
n Inf close associate sidelong adj not directly 
forward ~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid 
sidetrack v divert from main topic sideways 
adv to or from the side

sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v 

sift; strain
sift v separate coarser portion from finer
sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; glimpse; 

device for guiding eye; spectacle ~v catch 
sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. sightseeing 
n visiting places of interest

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; sym-
bol; omen ~v put one's signature to; make 
sign or gesture

signal n sign to convey order or information; 
Radio etc. sequence of electrical impulses 
transmitted or received ~adj remarkable ~v 
-nalling, -nalled make signals to; give orders 
etc. by signals

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

signature n person's name written by himself 
signature tune tune used to introduce televi-
sion or radio programme

signet n small seal
significant adj revealing; designed to make 

something known; important significance n
signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 

be of importance
silage n fodder crop stored in state of partial 

fermentation
silence n absence of noise; refraining from 

speech ~v make silent; put a stop to silencer 
n device to reduce noise of engine exhaust, 
gun etc. silent adj

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of silicon

submerged; drop; decline; penetrate (into); 
cause to sink; make be digging out; invest ~n 
fixed basin with waste pipe

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small por-

tions ~ amount sipped
siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 

from container
sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domestic 

animal ~v father
siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 

fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law n 
sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; remain; 
take examintion; keep watch over baby etc.

sitar n stringed musical instrument of India
site n place, space for building ~v provide 

with site

side n border, edge, limit, margin, perimeter, 
rim, verge; aspect, face, facet, flank, part, 
surface, view; camp faction, partly, sect, 
team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sift filter, separate, sieve
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 

exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n clue, evidence, gesture, hint, indicate, 
proof, signal, symptom, token; board, notice, 
placard; badge, device, emblem, ensign, 
logo, mark, symbol; augury, auspice, omen, 
portent, warning ~v autograph, endorse, 
initial; beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate, 
signal

signal n beacon, cue, gesture, indication, 
mark, sign ~v beckon, gesture, indicate, 
motion, sign

significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant expressive, indicative, meaning-

silicon n brittle metal-like element found in 
sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer of 
silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, fabric 
made from this silky adj silkworm n larva of 
certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial
silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 

choked with silt
silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 

cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling silver 
or its colour silvery adj

similar adj resembling, like similarity n 
likeness

simile n comparison of one thing with another
simmer v keep or be just below boiling point; 

be in state of suppressed rage
simper v smile, utter in silly or affected way
simple adj not complicated; plain; not 

complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n foolish 
person simplicity n simplify v -fying, -fied 
make simple, plain or easy simply adv

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same time
sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v sin-

ning, sinned commit sin sinful adj sinner n
since prep during period of time ofter ~conj 

from time when; because ~adj from that time
sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine sincer-

ity n
sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of op-

posite side to hypotenuse
sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 

to bone
sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 

words) with musical modulation; hum, ring; 
celebrate in song singer n

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

denoting ticket for outward journey only ~n 
single thing ~v pick (out) single file persons 
in one line single-handed adj without assist-
ance single-minded adj having one aim only 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting one 

person or thing
sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; wicked
sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken become 

ful; critical, important, momentous, vital, 
weighty

silence n calm, hush, peace, quiet, stillness; 
dumbness, muteness, reticence, taciturnity 
~v cut off, cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n form, outline, profile, shape
silly absurd, asinine, fatuous, foolhardy, fool-

ish, idiotic, inane, irresponsible, ridiculous, 
stupid

similar alike, comparable, resembling, 
uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 
likeness, resemblance

simple clear, easy easy-peasy Sl, intelligible, 
lucid, plain, uncomplicated, understandable; 
natural, plain, unfussy; elementary, pure, sin-
gle, uncombined, unmixed; brainless, dense, 
feeble, foolish, obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; naturalness, 
plainness, purity

simultaneous at the same time, coinciding, 
concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, misdeed, of-
fence, trespass, inrighteousness, wickedness 
~v err, fall, lapse, offend, transgress

sincere artless, candid, earnest, frank, 
genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, true, 
unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing chant, croon, trill, warble
single individual, lone, one, sole, solitary; free, 

unattached, unmarried, unwed
single-minded dedicated, determinded, 

dogged, fixed, steadfast
singular exceptional, notable, noteworthy, 

outstanding, remarkable, unparalleled; 
individual, separate, single

sinister menacing, ominous, threatening
sink v decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, 

ebb, fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; 
decay, decline, die, diminish, dwindle, fade, 
lessen

sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, convene, 
meet

site m ground, location, place, position, spot

side site
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side n one of the surfaces of object that is to 
right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, in the 
side; subordinate ~v (usu. with with) take up 
cuse of siding n short line of rails from main 
line sideboard n piece of dining room furni-
ture sideburns pl n man's side whiskers side 
effect additional undesirable effect side-kick 
n Inf close associate sidelong adj not directly 
forward ~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid 
sidetrack v divert from main topic sideways 
adv to or from the side

side n border, edge, limit, margin, perimeter, 
rim, verge; aspect, face, facet, flank, part, 
surface, view; camp faction, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v 
sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer
sift filter, separate, sieve
sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; glimpse; 
device for guiding eye; spectacle ~v catch 
sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. sightseeing 
n visiting places of interest

sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; sym-
bol; omen ~v put one's signature to; make 
sign or gesture

sign n clue, evidence, gesture, hint, indicate, 
proof, signal, symptom, token; board, notice, 
placard; badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, 
mark, symbol; augury, auspice, omen, por-
tent, warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate, signal

signal n sign to convey order or information; 
Radio etc. sequence of electrical impulses 
transmitted or received ~adj remarkable ~v 
-nalling, -nalled make signals to; give orders 
etc. by signals

signal n beacon, cue, gesture, indication, 
mark, sign ~v beckon, gesture, indicate, 
motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-

likeness
similar alike, comparable, resembling, 
uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 
likeness, resemblance

simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling point; 
be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected way
simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n foolish 
person simplicity n simplify v -fying, -fied 
make simple, plain or easy simply adv

simple clear, easy easy-peasy Sl, intelligible, 
lucid, plain, uncomplicated, understandable; 
natural, plain, unfussy; elementary, pure, sin-
gle, uncombined, unmixed; brainless, dense, 
feeble, foolish, obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same time
simultaneous at the same time, coinciding, 
concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v sin-
ning, sinned commit sin sinful adj sinner n

sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, misdeed, of-
fence, trespass, inrighteousness, wickedness 
~v err, fall, lapse, offend, transgress

since prep during period of time ofter ~conj 
from time when; because ~adj from that 
time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine sincer-
ity n

sincere artless, candid, earnest, frank, 
genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, true, 
unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of op-
posite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, ring; 
celebrate in song singer n

ments, treaties
signature n person's name written by himself 
signature tune tune used to introduce televi-
sion or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, 
message, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to make 
something known; important significance n

significant expressive, indicative, meaning-
ful; critical, important, momentous, vital, 
weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of partial 
fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to silencer 
n device to reduce noise of engine exhaust, 
gun etc. silent adj

silence n calm, hush, peace, quiet, stillness; 
dumbness, muteness, reticence, taciturnity 
~v cut off, cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, 
still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette

silhouette n form, outline, profile, shape
silica n naturally occurring dioxide of silicon
silicon n brittle metal-like element found in 
sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer of 
silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, fabric 
made from this silky adj silkworm n larva of 
certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial
silly absurd, asinine, fatuous, foolhardy, fool-
ish, idiotic, inane, irresponsible, ridiculous, 
stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling silver 
or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 

sing chant, croon, trill, warble
singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 
denoting ticket for outward journey only ~n 
single thing ~v pick (out) single file persons 
in one line single-handed adj without assist-
ance single-minded adj having one aim only

single individual, lone, one, sole, solitary; 
free, unattached, unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing

singular exceptional, notable, noteworthy, 
outstanding, remarkable, unparalleled; 
individual, separate, single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; wicked
sinister menacing, ominous, threatening
sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken become 
submerged; drop; decline; penetrate (into); 
cause to sink; make be digging out; invest 
~n fixed basin with waste pipe

sink v decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, 
ebb, fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; 
decay, decline, die, diminish, dwindle, fade, 
lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small por-
tions ~ amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domestic 
animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law n 
sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; remain; 
take examintion; keep watch over baby etc.

sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, convene, meet
sitar n stringed musical instrument of India
site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site 

site m ground, location, place, position, spot

Layout

Initially	I	tried	a	similar	layout	to	the	original	
-	keeping	the	Dictionary	&	Thesaurus	parts	
separate	[below].	

I	tried	the	Thesaurus	following	on	vertically	
after	the	Dictionary	to	save	space	[far	right],	
However	there	was	the	problem	of	lining	
up	the	first	and	last	word	of	each	part	to	
match	(similarly	to	when	they	were	placed	
as	below)	the	amount	of	words	per	section	
varied	throughout	the	original	design	-		you	
can	adjust	it	when	you’re	only	designing	one	
spread	but	we	were	also	meant	to	consider	
the	whole.
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side n one of the surfaces of 
object that is to right or left; as-
pect; faction ~adj at, in the side; 
subordinate ~v (usu. with with) 
take up cuse of siding n short 
line of rails from main line 
sideboard n piece of dining 
room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect 
additional undesirable effect 
side-kick n Inf close associate 
sidelong adj not directly for-
ward ~adv obliquely sidestep 
v avoid sidetrack v divert from 
main topic sideways adv to or 
from the side
sidle v move in furtive 

or stealthy manner; move 
sideways
siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in after-

noon
sieve n device with perforated 

bottom ~v sift; strain
sift v separate coarser portion 

from finer
sigh v/n (utter) long audible 

breath
sight n faculty of seeing; 

thing seen; glimpse; device for 

guiding eye; spectacle ~v catch 
sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places 
of interest
sign n mark, gesture etc. to 

convey some meaning; (board 
bearing) notice etc.; symbol; 
omen ~v put one's signature to; 
make sign or gesture
signal n sign to convey order 

or information; Radio etc. 
sequence of electrical impulses 
transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled 
make signals to; give orders etc. 
by signals
signatory n one of those who 

signs agreements, treaties
signature n person's name 

written by himself signature 
tune tune used to introduce 
television or radio programme
signet n small seal
significant adj revealing; 

designed to make something 
known; important significance n
signify v -fying, -fied 

mean, indicate; imply; be of 
importance
silage n fodder crop stored in 

similarity n likeness
simile n comparison of one 

thing with another
simmer v keep or be just 

below boiling point; be in state 
of suppressed rage
simper v smile, utter in silly or 

affected way
simple adj not complicated; 

plain; not complex; ordinary; 
stupid simpleton n foolish 
person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain 
or easy simply adv
simulate v make pretence of; 

reproduce simulation n
simultaneous adj occuring at 

the same time
sin n breaking of divine or 

moral law ~v sinning, sinned 
commit sin sinful adj sinner n
since prep during period of 

time ofter ~conj from time 
when; because ~adj from that 
time
sincere adj not hypocritical; 

genuine sincerity n
sine n in a right-angled 

triangle, ratio of opposite side 
to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord 
joining muscle to bone
sing v singing, sang, sung 

utter (sounds, words) with 
musical modulation; hum, ring; 
celebrate in song singer n
singe v singeing, singed burn 

surface of
single adj one only; unmar-

ried; for one; denoting ticket 
for outward journey only ~n 
single thing ~v pick (out) single 
file persons in one line single-
handed adj without assistance 
single-minded adj having one 
aim only 
singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; 

unique; denoting one person 
or thing
sinister adj threatening; evil-

looking; wicked
sink v sinking, sank, sunk or 

sunken become submerged; 
drop; decline; penetrate (into); 
cause to sink; make be digging 
out; invest ~n fixed basin with 
waste pipe
sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. 

side n border, edge, limit, margin, perimeter, 
rim, verge; aspect, face, facet, flank, part, surface, 
view; camp faction, partly, sect, team
sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sift filter, separate, sieve
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, exhibi-

tion, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v observe, 
perceive, see, spot
sign n clue, evidence, gesture, hint, indicate, 

proof, signal, symptom, token; board, notice, 
placard; badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, 
mark, symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; beckon, 
gesticulate, gesture, indicate, signal
signal n beacon, cue, gesture, indication, mark, 

sign ~v beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

simple clear, easy easy-peasy Sl, intelligible, 
lucid, plain, uncomplicated, understandable; 
natural, plain, unfussy; elementary, pure, single, 
uncombined, unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, 
foolish, obtuse, slow, stupid, think
simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; naturalness, 

plainness, purity
simultaneous at the same time, coinciding, 

concurrent, contemporaneous
sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, misdeed, of-

fence, trespass, inrighteousness, wickedness ~v 
err, fall, lapse, offend, transgress
sincere artless, candid, earnest, frank, genuine, 

guileless, honest, open, real, true, unnaffected
sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 

honesty, truth

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniquitous, 
unrighteous, wicked
sing chant, croon, trill, warble
single individual, lone, one, sole, solitary; free, 

unattached, unmarried, unwed
single-minded dedicated, determinded, 

dogged, fixed, steadfast
singular exceptional, notable, noteworthy, out-

standing, remarkable, unparalleled; individual, 
separate, single
sinister menacing, ominous, threatening
sink v decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, 

ebb, fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; decay, 
decline, die, diminish, dwindle, fade, lessen
sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, convene, meet
site m ground, location, place, position, spot

state of partial fermentation
silence n absence of noise; re-

fraining from speech ~v make 
silent; put a stop to silencer n 
device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj
silhouette n outline of object 

seen against light ~v shown in 
silhouette
silica n naturally occurring 

dioxide of silicon
silicon n brittle metal-like ele-

ment found in sand, clay, stone 
silicon chip tiny wafer of silicon 
used in electronics
silk n fibre mage by silk-

worms; thread, fabric made 
from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth
sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial
silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for 

storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water 

~v fill, be choked with silt
silver n white precious metal; 

silver coins; cutlery ~adj made 
of silver; resembling silver or its 
colour silvery adj
similar adj resembling, like 

significance force, import, meaning, message, 
point; consequence, importance, relevance, 
weight
significant expressive, indicative, meaningful; 

critical, important, momentous, vital, weighty
silence n calm, hush, peace, quiet, stillness; 

dumbness, muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v 
cut off, cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still
silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 

mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, wordless
silhouette n form, outline, profile, shape
silly absurd, asinine, fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, 

idiotic, inane, irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid
similar alike, comparable, resembling, uniform
similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 

likeness, resemblance

of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in 

very small portions ~ amount 
sipped
siphon, syphon n/v (device 

to) draw liquid from container
sir n polite term of address 

for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of 

horse or domestic animal ~v 
father
siren n device making loud 

wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly 

(person)
sister n daughter of same par-

ents; woman fellow-member; 
senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; 
brother's wife
sit v sitting, sat rest on but-

tocks, thighs, perch, pose for 
portrait; hold session; remain; 
take examintion; keep watch 
over baby etc.
sitar n stringed musical 

instrument of India
site n place, space for building 

~v provide with site

Finally	I	combined	
them	together	in	one	
block	[below]	I	placed	
the	Thesaurus	entry	
directly	after	its	cor-
responding	Diction-
ary	entry	which	was	
my	final	and	chosen	
option.	I	just	needed	
to	find	a	way	to	
differentiate	between	
them	to	guide	the	
user	quickly	and	
effectively.	Colour	or	
font	change	being	
the	most	suitable	
option.
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significant

side n one of the surfaces of object that is to 
right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, in the side; 
subordinate ~v (usu. with with) take up cuse 
of siding n short line of rails from main line 
sideboard n piece of dining room furniture 
sideburns pl n man's side whiskers side ef-
fect additional undesirable effect side-kick n 
Inf close associate sidelong adj not directly 
forward ~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid side-
track v divert from main topic sideways adv to 
or from the side

sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v sift; 
strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer
sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; glimpse; 
device for guiding eye; spectacle ~v catch sight 
of; adjust sight on gun etc. sightseeing n visit-
ing places of interest

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; symbol; 
omen ~v put one's signature to; make sign or 
gesture

signal n sign to convey order or information; 
Radio etc. sequence of electrical impulses 
transmitted or received ~adj remarkable ~v 
-nalling, -nalled make signals to; give orders 
etc. by signals

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

signature n person's name written by himself 
signature tune tune used to introduce televi-
sion or radio programme

signet n small seal
significant adj revealing; designed to make 
something known; important significance n

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of partial 
fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to silencer n 
device to reduce noise of engine exhaust, gun 
etc. silent adj

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of silicon
silicon n brittle metal-like element found in 
sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer of sili-
con used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, fabric 
made from this silky adj silkworm n larva of 
certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial
silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be choked 
with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; cut-
lery ~adj made of silver; resembling silver or 
its colour silvery adj

similar adj resembling, like similarity n like-
ness

simile n comparison of one thing with another
simmer v keep or be just below boiling point; 
be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected way
simple adj not complicated; plain; not com-
plex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n foolish per-
son simplicity n simplify v -fying, -fied make 
simple, plain or easy simply adv

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce simu-
lation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same time
sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v sin-
ning, sinned commit sin sinful adj sinner n

since prep during period of time ofter ~conj 
from time when; because ~adj from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine sincer-
ity n

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of op-
posite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle to 
bone

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, ring; 
celebrate in song singer n

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; de-
noting ticket for outward journey only ~n sin-
gle thing ~v pick (out) single file persons in 
one line single-handed adj without assistance 
single-minded adj having one aim only 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; wicked
sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken become 
submerged; drop; decline; penetrate (into); 
cause to sink; make be digging out; invest ~n 
fixed basin with waste pipe

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small por-
tions ~ amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domestic 
animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law n 
sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, perch, 
pose for portrait; hold session; remain; take ex-
amintion; keep watch over baby etc.

sitar n stringed musical instrument of India
site n place, space for building ~v provide with 
site

side n border, edge, limit, margin, perimeter, 
rim, verge; aspect, face, facet, flank, part, sur-
face, view; camp faction, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sift filter, separate, sieve
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, exhibi-
tion, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v observe, 
perceive, see, spot

sign n clue, evidence, gesture, hint, indicate, 
proof, signal, symptom, token; board, notice, 
placard; badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, 
mark, symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; beck-
on, gesticulate, gesture, indicate, signal

signal n beacon, cue, gesture, indication, 
mark, sign ~v beckon, gesture, indicate, mo-
tion, sign

significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, rel-
evance, weight

significant expressive, indicative, meaning-
ful; critical, important, momentous, vital, 
weighty

silence n calm, hush, peace, quiet, stillness; 
dumbness, muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v 
cut off, cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, wordless

silhouette n form, outline, profile, shape
silly absurd, asinine, fatuous, foolhardy, fool-
ish, idiotic, inane, irresponsible, ridiculous, 
stupid

similar alike, comparable, resembling, uni-
form

similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 
likeness, resemblance

simple clear, easy easy-peasy Sl, intelligible, 
lucid, plain, uncomplicated, understandable; 
natural, plain, unfussy; elementary, pure, sin-
gle, uncombined, unmixed; brainless, dense, 
feeble, foolish, obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; naturalness, 
plainness, purity

simultaneous at the same time, coinciding, 
concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, misdeed, of-
fence, trespass, inrighteousness, wickedness 
~v err, fall, lapse, offend, transgress

sincere artless, candid, earnest, frank, genu-
ine, guileless, honest, open, real, true, unnaf-
fected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing chant, croon, trill, warble
single individual, lone, one, sole, solitary; free, 
unattached, unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast

singular exceptional, notable, noteworthy, 
outstanding, remarkable, unparalleled; indi-
vidual, separate, single

sinister menacing, ominous, threatening
sink v decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, 
ebb, fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; 
decay, decline, die, diminish, dwindle, fade, 
lessen

sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, convene, meet
site m ground, location, place, position, spot

side Dict ionary site

thesaurus

side n one of the surfaces of 
object that is to right or left; 
aspect; faction ~adj at, in the 
side; subordinate ~v (usu. 
with with) take up cuse of 
siding n short line of rails 
from main line sideboard n 
piece of dining room furniture 
sideburns pl n man's side 
whiskers side effect addition-
al undesirable effect side-kick 
n Inf close associate sidelong 
adj not directly forward ~adv 
obliquely sidestep v avoid 
sidetrack v divert from main 
topic sideways adv to or from 
the side

sidle v move in furtive or 
stealthy manner; move 
sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in 
afternoon

sieve n device with perforated 
bottom ~v sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion 
from finer

sigh v/n (utter) long audible 
breath

sight n faculty of seeing; thing 
seen; glimpse; device for 
guiding eye; spectacle ~v 
catch sight of; adjust sight on 
gun etc. sightseeing n visit-
ing places of interest

sign n mark, gesture etc. to 
convey some meaning; (board 
bearing) notice etc.; symbol; 
omen ~v put one's signature 
to; make sign or gesture

signal n sign to convey order 
or information; Radio etc. 
sequence of electrical im-
pulses transmitted or received 
~adj remarkable ~v -nalling, 
-nalled make signals to; give 
orders etc. by signals

signatory n one of those who 
signs agreements, treaties

signature n person's name 

written by himself signature 
tune tune used to introduce 
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significant adj revealing; 
designed to make something 
known; important signifi-
cance n

signify v -fying, -fied mean, 
indicate; imply; be of impor-
tance

silage n fodder crop stored in 
state of partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; 
refraining from speech ~v 
make silent; put a stop to 
silencer n device to reduce 
noise of engine exhaust, gun 
etc. silent adj

silhouette n outline of object 
seen against light ~v shown in 
silhouette

silica n naturally occurring 
dioxide of silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like 
element found in sand, clay, 
stone silicon chip tiny wafer of 
silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; 
thread, fabric made from this 
silky adj silkworm n larva of 
certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial
silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for 
storing fodder

silt n mud deposited by water 
~v fill, be choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; 
silver coins; cutlery ~adj made 
of silver; resembling silver or 
its colour silvery adj

similar adj resembling, like 
similarity n likeness

simile n comparison of one 
thing with another

simmer v keep or be just 
below boiling point; be in state 
of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or 

with waste pipe
sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. 
of skull

sip v sipping, sipped drink in 
very small portions ~ amount 
sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) 
draw liquid from container

sir n polite term of address 
for a man

sire n male parent, esp. of 
horse or domestic animal 
~v father

siren n device making loud 
wailing noise

sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly 
(person)

sister n daughter of same par-
ents; woman fellow-member; 
senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; 
brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on but-
tocks, thighs, perch, pose for 
portrait; hold session; remain; 
take examintion; keep watch 
over baby etc.

sitar n stringed musical instru-
ment of India

site n place, space for building 
~v provide with site

side n border, edge, limit, 
margin, perimeter, rim, verge; 
aspect, face, facet, flank, part, 
surface, view; camp faction, 
partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, 

divert
sift filter, separate, sieve
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, 
vision; display, exhibition, 
scene, show, spectacle, 
vista ~v observe, perceive, 
see, spot

sign n clue, evidence, gesture, 
hint, indicate, proof, signal, 
symptom, token; board, no-
tice, placard; badge, device, 
emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, 
omen, portent, warning ~v 
autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, 
indicate, signal

signal n beacon, cue, gesture, 
indication, mark, sign ~v 
beckon, gesture, indicate, 
motion, sign

significance force, import, 
meaning, message, point; 
consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant expressive, 
indicative, meaningful; critical, 
important, momentous, vital, 
weighty

silence n calm, hush, peace, 
quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, tacitur-
nity ~v cut off, cut short, gag, 
muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, sound-
less, still; dumb, mute, 
speechless, taciturn, voice-
less, wordless

silhouette n form, outline, 
profile, shape

silly absurd, asinine, fatuous, 
foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, in-
ane, irresponsible, ridiculous, 
stupid

similar alike, comparable, 
resembling, uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, 
correspondence, likeness, 
resemblance

simple clear, easy easy-peasy 

affected way
simple adj not complicated; 
plain; not complex; ordinary; 
stupid simpleton n foolish 
person simplicity n simplify 
v -fying, -fied make simple, 
plain or easy simply adv

simulate v make pretence of; 
reproduce simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at 
the same time

sin n breaking of divine or 
moral law ~v sinning, sinned 
commit sin sinful adj sinner n

since prep during period of 
time ofter ~conj from time 
when; because ~adj from 
that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; 
genuine sincerity n

sine n in a right-angled trian-
gle, ratio of opposite side to 
hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord 
joining muscle to bone

sing v singing, sang, sung 
utter (sounds, words) with mu-
sical modulation; hum, ring; 
celebrate in song singer n

singe v singeing, singed burn 
surface of

single adj one only; unmar-
ried; for one; denoting ticket 
for outward journey only ~n 
single thing ~v pick (out) 
single file persons in one line 
single-handed adj without 
assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; 
unique; denoting one person 
or thing

sinister adj threatening; evil-
looking; wicked

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or 
sunken become submerged; 
drop; decline; penetrate (into); 
cause to sink; make be dig-
ging out; invest ~n fixed basin 

Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, 
uncomplicated, understand-
able; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, un-
combined, unmixed; brainless, 
dense, feeble, foolish, obtuse, 
slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, 
ease; naturalness, plainness, 
purity

simultaneous at the same 
time, coinciding, concurrent, 
contemporaneous

sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, 
inrighteousness, wickedness 
~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

sincere artless, candid, 
earnest, frank, genuine, guile-
less, honest, open, real, true, 
unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, 
genuineness, honesty, truth

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, im-
moral, iniquitous, unrighteous, 
wicked

sing chant, croon, trill, warble
single individual, lone, one, 
sole, solitary; free, unat-
tached, unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, 
determinded, dogged, fixed, 
steadfast

singular exceptional, notable, 
noteworthy, outstanding, 
remarkable, unparalleled; 
individual, separate, single

sinister menacing, ominous, 
threatening

sink v decline, descend, dip, 
disappear, drop, ebb, fall, 
lower, plunge, submerge, 
subside; decay, decline, 
die, diminish, dwindle, fade, 
lessen

sit perch, rest, settle; assem-
ble, convene, meet

site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot

side - similar simile - site

560 560

side n one of the surfaces of object that is 
to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, in 
the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with with) 
take up cuse of siding n short line of rails 
from main line sideboard n piece of dining 
room furniture sideburns pl n man's side 
whiskers side effect additional undesir-
able effect side-kick n Inf close associate 
sidelong adj not directly forward ~adv ob-
liquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack v divert 
from main topic sideways adv to or from 
the side. side n border, edge, limit, margin, 
perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, face, facet, 
flank, part, surface, view; camp faction, 
partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 

move sideways
siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v 

sift; strain
sift v separate coarser portion from finer. sift 

filter, separate, sieve
sigh v/n (utter) long audibl e breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 

glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature to; 
make sign or gesture. sign n clue, evidence, 
gesture, hint, indicate, proof, signal, symp-
tom, token; board, notice, placard; badge, 
device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, sym-
bol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, warn-
ing ~v autograph, endorse, initial; beckon, 
gesticulate, gesture, indicate, signal

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical im-
pulses transmitted or received ~adj remark-
able ~v -nalling, -nalled make signals to; 
give orders etc. by signals. signal n beacon, 
cue, gesture, indication, mark, sign ~v 
beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-

similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 
likeness, resemblance

simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected way
simple adj not complicated; plain; not 

complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. simple clear, easy easy-peasy 
Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. simultaneous at the same time, coin-
ciding, concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v sin-
ning, sinned commit sin sinful adj sinner 
n. sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, misdeed, 
offence, trespass, inrighteousness, wicked-
ness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, transgress

since prep during period of time ofter ~conj 
from time when; because ~adj from that 
time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine sincer-
ity n. sincere artless, candid, earnest, frank, 
genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, true, 
unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. sing chant, 
croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

ments, treaties
signature n person's name written by him-

self signature tune tune used to introduce 
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, message, 

point; consequence, importance, relevance, 
weight

significant adj revealing; designed to make 
something known; important significance 
n. significant expressive, indicative, mean-
ingful; critical, important, momentous, 
vital, weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of partial 
fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to 
silencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. silence n calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v cut off, 
cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, 
wordless

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. silhouette n 
form, outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of silicon
silicon n brittle metal-like element found in 

sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer of 
silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. silly absurd, asinine, 

fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 

choked with silt
silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 

cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 
likeness. similar alike, comparable, resem-
bling, uniform

denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only. single individual, 
lone, one, sole, solitary; free, unattached, 
unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 

one person or thing. singular exceptional, 
notable, noteworthy, outstanding, remark-
able, unparalleled; individual, separate, 
single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; 
wicked. sinister menacing, ominous, 
threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken be-
come submerged; drop; decline; penetrate 
(into); cause to sink; make be digging out; 
invest ~n fixed basin with waste pipe. sink 
v decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, 
ebb, fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; 
decay, decline, die, diminish, dwindle, 
fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 

portions ~ amount sipped
siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 

from container
sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domestic 

animal ~v father
siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 

fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; 
remain; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc.. sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of India
site n place, space for building ~v provide 

with site. site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot

side  signatory simile  single 
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signature  similarity single-minded  site 

side n one of the surfaces of object that 
is to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, 
in the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with 
with) take up cuse of siding n short line 
of rails from main line sideboard n piece 
of dining room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect additional 
undesirable effect side-kick n Inf close as-
sociate sidelong adj not directly forward 
~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack 
v divert from main topic sideways adv 
to or from the side. side n border, edge, 
limit, margin, perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, 
face, facet, flank, part, surface, view; camp 
faction, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v 
sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer. 
sift filter, separate, sieve

sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 
glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature 
to; make sign or gesture. sign n clue, evi-
dence, gesture, hint, indicate, proof, signal, 
symptom, token; board, notice, placard; 
badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate, signal

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical 
impulses transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled make sig-
nals to; give orders etc. by signals. signal n 
beacon, cue, gesture, indication, mark, sign 
~v beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

likeness, resemblance
simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected 
way

simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. simple clear, easy easy-peasy 
Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. simultaneous at the same time, coin-
ciding, concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v 
sinning, sinned commit sin sinful adj 
sinner n. sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, inrighteous-
ness, wickedness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

since prep during period of time ofter 
~conj from time when; because ~adj 
from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine 
sincerity n. sincere artless, candid, earnest, 
frank, genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, 
true, unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. sing 
chant, croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

signature n person's name written by him-
self signature tune tune used to introduce  
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to 
make something known; important signif-
icance n. significant expressive, indicative, 
meaningful; critical, important, momentous, 
vital, weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; 
imply; be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of 
partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to si-
lencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. silence n calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v cut off, 
cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. silhouette n 
form, outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of 
silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like element found 
in sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer 
of silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. silly absurd, asinine, 
fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity 
n likeness. similar alike, comparable, resem-
bling, uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, correspondence, 

denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only. single individual, 
lone, one, sole, solitary; free, unattached, 
unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing. singular exceptional, 
notable, noteworthy, outstanding, remark-
able, unparalleled; individual, separate, 
single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; wick-
ed. sinister menacing, ominous, threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken 
become submerged; drop; decline; 
penetrate (into); cause to sink; make be 
digging out; invest ~n fixed basin with 
waste pipe. sink v decline, descend, dip, 
disappear, drop, ebb, fall, lower, plunge, 
submerge, subside; decay, decline, die, 
diminish, dwindle, fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 
portions ~n amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domes-
tic animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; re-
main; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc. sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of 
India

site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site. site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot
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side  simile560 560  similarity   site 

side n one of the surfaces of object that 
is to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj 
at, in the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with 
with) take up cuse of siding n short line 
of rails from main line sideboard n piece 
of dining room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect additional 
undesirable effect side-kick n Inf close as-
sociate sidelong adj not directly forward 
~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack 
v divert from main topic sideways adv to 
or from the side. side n border, edge, limit, 
margin, perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, face, 
facet, flank, part, surface, view; camp, fac-
tion, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom    
~v sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer. 
sift filter, separate, sieve

sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 
glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature 
to; make sign or gesture. sign n clue, evi-
dence, gesture, hint, indicate, proof signal, 
symptom, token; board, notice, placard; 
badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical 
impulses transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled make sig-
nals to; give orders etc. by signals. signal n 
beacon, cue, gesture, indication, mark, sign 
~v beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

likeness, correspondence, 
simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected 
way

simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. simple clear, easy easy-peasy 
Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. simultaneous at the same time, coin-
ciding, concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law 
~v sinning, sinned commit sin sinful adj 
sinner n. sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, inrighteous-
ness, wickedness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

since prep during period of time ofter 
~conj from time when; because ~adj 
from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine 
sincerity n. sincere artless, candid, earnest, 
frank, genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, 
true, unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. sing 
chant, croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

signature n person's name written by him-
self signature tune tune used to introduce  
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to 
make something known; important  
significance n. significant expressive, 
indicative, meaningful; critical, important, 
momentous, vital, weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of 
partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to si-
lencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. silence n calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v cut off, 
cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. silhouette n 
form, outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of 
silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like element found 
in sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer 
of silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. silly absurd, asinine, 
fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 
likeness. similar alike, comparable, resem-
bling, uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, resemblance 

denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only. single individual, 
lone, one, sole, solitary; free, unattached, 
unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing. singular exceptional, 
notable, noteworthy, outstanding, remark-
able, unparalleled; individual, separate, 
single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; 
wicked. sinister menacing, ominous, 
threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken 
become submerged; drop; decline; 
penetrate (into); cause to sink; make be 
digging out; invest ~n fixed basin with 
waste pipe. sink v decline, descend, dip, 
disappear, drop, ebb, fall, lower, plunge, 
submerge, subside; decay, decline, die, 
diminish, dwindle, fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 
portions ~n amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domes-
tic animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; re-
main; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc. sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of 
India

site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site. site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot
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Combining	all	of	the	entries	into	one	continuous	list	was	confirmed	
as	the	best	and	most	practical	solution	since	it	saved	space	yet	it	was	
more	logical	and	still	perfectly	usable.

However,	there	was	queries	and	concern	about	using	2	different	fonts	
in	the	body	text	-	one	for	the	dictionary	entry	text	(ITC Wiedermann	
-	which	I	found	out	was	basically	just	another	name	for	Times New 
Roman!)	and	one	for	the	thesaurus	entry	text	(ITC Clearface	in	italic).
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side n one of the surfaces of object that 
is to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj 
at, in the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with 
with) take up cuse of siding n short line 
of rails from main line sideboard n piece 
of dining room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect additional 
undesirable effect side-kick n Inf close as-
sociate sidelong adj not directly forward 
~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack 
v divert from main topic sideways adv to 
or from the side. side n border, edge, limit, 
margin, perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, face, 
facet, flank, part, surface, view; camp, fac-
tion, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom    
~v sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer. 
sift filter, separate, sieve

sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 
glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature 
to; make sign or gesture. sign n clue, evi-
dence, gesture, hint, indicate, proof signal, 
symptom, token; board, notice, placard; 
badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical 
impulses transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled make sig-
nals to; give orders etc. by signals. signal n 
beacon, cue, gesture, indication, mark, sign 
~v beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

likeness, correspondence, 
simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected 
way

simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. simple clear, easy easy-peasy 
Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. simultaneous at the same time, coin-
ciding, concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law 
~v sinning, sinned commit sin sinful adj 
sinner n. sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, inrighteous-
ness, wickedness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

since prep during period of time ofter 
~conj from time when; because ~adj 
from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine 
sincerity n. sincere artless, candid, earnest, 
frank, genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, 
true, unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. sing 
chant, croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

signature n person's name written by him-
self signature tune tune used to introduce  
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to 
make something known; important  
significance n. significant expressive, 
indicative, meaningful; critical, important, 
momentous, vital, weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of 
partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to si-
lencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. silence n calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v cut off, 
cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. silhouette n 
form, outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of 
silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like element found 
in sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer 
of silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. silly absurd, asinine, 
fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 
likeness. similar alike, comparable, resem-
bling, uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, resemblance 

denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only. single individual, 
lone, one, sole, solitary; free, unattached, 
unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing. singular exceptional, 
notable, noteworthy, outstanding, remark-
able, unparalleled; individual, separate, 
single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; 
wicked. sinister menacing, ominous, 
threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken 
become submerged; drop; decline; 
penetrate (into); cause to sink; make be 
digging out; invest ~n fixed basin with 
waste pipe. sink v decline, descend, dip, 
disappear, drop, ebb, fall, lower, plunge, 
submerge, subside; decay, decline, die, 
diminish, dwindle, fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 
portions ~n amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domes-
tic animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; re-
main; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc. sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of 
India

site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site. site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot
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Bosis	was	approved	and	praised	for	the	word	
entries,	it	was	bold,	clear	yet	appealing	and	
friendly	and	complemented	the	serif	body	text	
font.	The	colours	were	thought	appropriate,	
side	bar	an	added	bonus,	overall	it	went	down	
well,	it	just	needed	some	minor	tweaking.
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About this font family:
Originally	designed	by	Morris	Fuller	Benton	
and	his	father	for	American	Type	Founders	in	
1907	for	clarity	in	display	applications.	They	
sought	to	create	a	new	typeface	that	was	utili-
tarian	and	easy	to	read.	However,	the	modern	
ITC	Clearface	is	the	work	of	Victor Caruso, 
who,	in	1979,	was	commissioned	by	the	ITC	
to	adapted	the	original	designs	to	‘rectify the 
inconsistencies so that it would work just as 
well in text setting as in displays’.

It	is	distinguished	by	its	‘small and sturdy 
serifs, a large x-height and modest stroke 
contrast.’	A	highly	legible	typeface,	the	slightly	
condensed	ITC	Clearface	makes	an	excellent	
choice	when	space	is	at	the	premium.
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Some	were	too	dainty	and	decorative	that	at	
such	a	small	scale	they	were	hardly	visible.	
Others	had	mixed	connotations,	e.g.	the	top	
left	flower	symbol	(when	in	blue)	marks	a	
‘viewpoint’	on	an	Ordnance	Survey	map;	and	
the	pencil	usually	indicated	somewhere	you	
can/need	to	write.	Finally	I	decided	upon	the	
3D	effect	arrow	[Below]	from	Wingdings	3.

I	used	it	at	9pt	and	at	a	baseline	shift	of	-0.8	
to	line	it	up	appropriately	with	the	text.		It	was	
set	in	the	same	Panatone	colour	used	for	the	
Thesaurus	entries	without	a	corresponding	
Dictionary	entry.	
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side n one of the surfaces of object that 
is to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj 
at, in the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with 
with) take up cuse of siding n short line 
of rails from main line sideboard n piece 
of dining room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect additional 
undesirable effect side-kick n Inf close as-
sociate sidelong adj not directly forward 
~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack 
v divert from main topic sideways adv 
to or from the side. side n border, edge, 
limit, margin, perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, 
face, facet, flank, part, surface, view; camp, 
faction, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom    
~v sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from finer. 
sift filter, separate, sieve

sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 
glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
sight n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista ~v 
observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature 
to; make sign or gesture. sign n clue, evi-
dence, gesture, hint, indicate, proof signal, 
symptom, token; board, notice, placard; 
badge, device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical 
impulses transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled make sig-
nals to; give orders etc. by signals. signal n 
beacon, cue, gesture, indication, mark, sign 
~v beckon, gesture, indicate, motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-
ments, treaties

likeness, correspondence, 
simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected 
way

simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. simple clear, easy easy-peasy 
Sl, intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. simultaneous at the same time, coin-
ciding, concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v 
sinning, sinned commit sin sinful adj 
sinner n. sin n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, inrighteous-
ness, wickedness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

since prep during period of time ofter 
~conj from time when; because ~adj 
from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine 
sincerity n. sincere artless, candid, earnest, 
frank, genuine, guileless, honest, open, real, 
true, unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. sing 
chant, croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of
single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 

signature n person's name written by him-
self signature tune tune used to introduce  
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, mes-
sage, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to 
make something known; important  
significance n. significant expressive, 
indicative, meaningful; critical, important, 
momentous, vital, weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; imply; 
be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of 
partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining from 
speech ~v make silent; put a stop to si-
lencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. silence n calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity ~v cut off, 
cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; dumb, 
mute, speechless, taciturn, voiceless, word-
less

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. silhouette n 
form, outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of 
silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like element found 
in sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer 
of silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. silly absurd, asinine, 
fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 
likeness. similar alike, comparable, resem-
bling, uniform

similarity affinity, closeness, resemblance 

denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj 
having one aim only. single individual, 
lone, one, sole, solitary; free, unattached, 
unmarried, unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing. singular exceptional, 
notable, noteworthy, outstanding, remark-
able, unparalleled; individual, separate, 
single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; 
wicked. sinister menacing, ominous, 
threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken 
become submerged; drop; decline; 
penetrate (into); cause to sink; make be 
digging out; invest ~n fixed basin with 
waste pipe. sink v decline, descend, dip, 
disappear, drop, ebb, fall, lower, plunge, 
submerge, subside; decay, decline, die, 
diminish, dwindle, fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 
portions ~n amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domes-
tic animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; re-
main; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc. sit perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of 
India

site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site. site m ground, location, place, 
position, spot
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[

the Symbol

In	the	final	crit	it	was	noted	that	repeating	the	
Thesaurus	entry	word	within	its	correspond-
ing	Dictionary	entry	was	unnecessary	[see	
below].	Instead	I	should	find	another	way	to	
indicate	this	jump.

I	decided	to	use	a	symbol,	it	would	be	more	
direct	and	also	save	on	space.

It	took	a	while	to	find	but	I	compiled	a	list	
[right]	of	typeface	of	symbols:
•	 Webdings
•	 Wingdings	2
•	 Wingdings	3
•	 Marlett
•	 Bookshelf	Symbols
•	 MT	Extra
•	 Monotype	Sorts

I	then	short	listed	a	few	and	placed	them	
within	my	design.	[Far	right	top	&	bottom]	It	
was	quite	quick	and	clear	to	see	which	ones	
worked	and	those	that	didn’t.
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side n one of the surfaces of object that 
is to right or left; aspect; faction ~adj at, 
in the side; subordinate ~v (usu. with 
with) take up cuse of siding n short line 
of rails from main line sideboard n piece 
of dining room furniture sideburns pl n 
man's side whiskers side effect additional 
undesirable effect side-kick n Inf close 
associate sidelong adj not directly forward 
~adv obliquely sidestep v avoid sidetrack 
v divert from main topic sideways adv to 
or from the side. [  n border, edge, limit, 
margin, perimeter, rim, verge; aspect, face, 
facet, flank, part, surface, view; camp, 
faction, partly, sect, team

sidetrack deflect, distract, divert
sidle v move in furtive or stealthy manner; 
move sideways

siege n besieging of town
siesta n rest, sleep in afternoon
sieve n device with perforated bottom ~v 
sift; strain

sift v separate coarser portion from 
finer.  [  filter, separate, sieve

sigh v/n (utter) long audible breath
sight n faculty of seeing; thing seen; 
glimpse; device for guiding eye; spectacle 
~v catch sight of; adjust sight on gun etc. 
sightseeing n visiting places of interest. 
[ n eye, eyes, seeing, vision; display, 
exhibition, scene, show, spectacle, vista. 
~v observe, perceive, see, spot

sign n mark, gesture etc. to convey some 
meaning; (board bearing) notice etc.; 
symbol; omen ~v put one's signature to; 
make sign or gesture. [ n. clue, evidence, 
gesture, hint, indicate, proof signal, symp-
tom, token; board, notice, placard; badge, 
device, emblem, ensign, logo, mark, 
symbol; augury, auspice, omen, portent, 
warning. ~v autograph, endorse, initial; 
beckon, gesticulate, gesture, indicate

signal n sign to convey order or informa-
tion; Radio etc. sequence of electrical 
impulses transmitted or received ~adj 
remarkable ~v -nalling, -nalled make 
signals to; give orders etc. by signals. 
[ n beacon, cue, gesture, indication, 
mark, sign. ~v beckon, gesture, indicate, 
motion, sign

signatory n one of those who signs agree-

similarity affinity, closeness, resemblance 
likeness, correspondence, 

simile n comparison of one thing with 
another

simmer v keep or be just below boiling 
point; be in state of suppressed rage

simper v smile, utter in silly or affected 
way

simple adj not complicated; plain; not 
complex; ordinary; stupid simpleton n 
foolish person simplicity n simplify v 
-fying, -fied make simple, plain or easy 
simply adv. [ clear, easy easy-peasy Sl, 
intelligible, lucid, plain, uncomplicated, 
understandable; natural, plain, unfussy; 
elementary, pure, single, uncombined, 
unmixed; brainless, dense, feeble, foolish, 
obtuse, slow, stupid, think

simplicity clarity, clearness, ease; natural-
ness, plainness, purity ➙

simulate v make pretence of; reproduce 
simulation n

simultaneous adj occuring at the same 
time. [ at the same time, coinciding, 
concurrent, contemporaneous

sin n breaking of divine or moral law ~v 
sinning, sinned commit sin sinful adj 
sinner n. [ n crime, evil, guilt, iniquity, 
misdeed, offence, trespass, inrighteous-
ness, wickedness ~v err, fall, lapse, offend, 
transgress

since prep during period of time ofter 
~conj from time when; because ~adj 
from that time

sincere adj not hypocritical; genuine 
sincerity n. [ artless, candid, earnest, 
frank, genuine, guileless, honest, open, 
real, true, unnaffected

sincerity candour, frankness, genuineness, 
honesty, truth

sine n in a right-angled triangle, ratio of 
opposite side to hypotenuse

sinew n tough, fibrous cord joining muscle 
to bone

sinful bad, corrupt, guilty, immoral, iniqui-
tous, unrighteous, wicked

sing v singing, sang, sung utter (sounds, 
words) with musical modulation; hum, 
ring; celebrate in song singer n. [ chant, 
croon, trill, warble

singe v singeing, singed burn surface of

ments, treaties
signature n person's name written by him-
self signature tune tune used to introduce  
television or radio programme

signet n small seal
significance force, import, meaning, 
message, point; consequence, importance, 
relevance, weight

significant adj revealing; designed to make 
something known; important  significance 
n [ expressive, indicative, meaningful; 
critical, important, momentous, vital, 
weighty

signify v -fying, -fied mean, indicate; 
imply; be of importance

silage n fodder crop stored in state of 
partial fermentation

silence n absence of noise; refraining 
from speech ~v make silent; put a stop to 
silencer n device to reduce noise of engine 
exhaust, gun etc. silent adj. [ n ➙calm, 
hush, peace, quiet, stillness; dumbness, 
muteness, reticence, taciturnity. ~v cut 
off, cut short, gag, muffle, quieten, still

silent hushed, quiet, soundless, still; 
dumb, mute, speechless, taciturn, voice-
less, wordless

silhouette n outline of object seen against 
light ~v shown in silhouette. [ n form, 
outline, profile, shape

silica n naturally occurring dioxide of 
silicon

silicon n brittle metal-like element found 
in sand, clay, stone silicon chip tiny wafer 
of silicon used in electronics

silk n fibre mage by silkworms; thread, 
fabric made from this silky adj silkworm n 
larva of certain moth

sill n ledge beneath window
silly adj foolish; trivial. [ absurd, asinine, 
fatuous, foolhardy, foolish, idiotic, inane, 
irresponsible, ridiculous, stupid

silo n (pl -los) pit, tower for storing fodder
silt n mud deposited by water ~v fill, be 
choked with silt

silver n white precious metal; silver coins; 
cutlery ~adj made of silver; resembling 
silver or its colour silvery adj

similar adj res embling, like similarity n 
likeness. [ alike, comparable, resembling, 
uniform

single adj one only; unmarried; for one; 
denoting ticket for outward journey only 
~n single thing ~v pick (out) single file 
persons in one line single-handed adj 
without assistance single-minded adj hav-
ing one aim only. [ individual, lone, one, 
sole, solitary; free, unattached, unmarried, 
unwed

single-minded dedicated, determinded, 
dogged, fixed, steadfast 

singlet n sleeveless underest
singular adj remarkable; unique; denoting 
one person or thing. [ exceptional, nota-
ble, noteworthy, outstanding, remarkable, 
unparalleled; individual, separate, single

sinister adj threatening; evil-looking; wick-
ed. [ menacing, ominous, threatening

sink v sinking, sank, sunk or sunken be-
come submerged; drop; decline; penetrate 
(into); cause to sink; make be digging out; 
invest ~n fixed basin with waste pipe. [ v 
decline, descend, dip, disappear, drop, ebb, 
fall, lower, plunge, submerge, subside; 
decay, decline, die, diminish, dwindle, 
fade, lessen

sinuous adj curving
sinus n cavity in bone, esp. of skull
sip v sipping, sipped drink in very small 
portions ~n amount sipped

siphon, syphon n/v (device to) draw liquid 
from container

sir n polite term of address for a man
sire n male parent, esp. of horse or domes-
tic animal ~v father

siren n device making loud wailing noise
sirloin n prime cut of beef
sissy adj/n weak, cowardly (person)
sister n daughter of same parents; woman 
fellow-member; senior nurse sister-in-law 
n sister of husband or wife; brother's wife

sit v sitting, sat rest on buttocks, thighs, 
perch, pose for portrait; hold session; 
remain; take examintion; keep watch over 
baby etc. [ perch, rest, settle; assemble, 
convene, meet

sitar n stringed musical instrument of 
India

site n place, space for building ~v provide 
with site. [ m ground, location, place, 
position, spot

situate v place situation n position; state 
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Paper

The	paper	decision	process	started	early	on	
in	the	project	and	continued	throughout.	It	
very	much	depended	on	the	design	yet	it	also	
influenced	the	design.	

The	paper	needed	to	be	as	lightweight	as	pos-
sible	yet	without	being	too	thin	it	couldn’t	be	
printed	double	sided;	also	I	had	to	consider	
that	it	had	to	be	hard-wearing.	I	had	a	selec-
tion	from	60-100gsm	and	finally	chose	one	of	
85gsm.

There	was	a	variety	of	colour	tones	from	
bright	white	to	grey	and	off	white.	I	went	with	
a	whiter	one	since	I	needed	the	colours	to	
stand	out	and	the	orange	I	had	chosen	didn’t	
work	well	on	the	creamier	paper.

The	feel	also	differed	from	shiny,	slippery	&	
smooth	to	rough	and	textured,	I	selected	a	
fairly	silky	paper,	it	is	more	pleasant	to	touch	
and	it	would	flow	more	easily	when	flicking	
through.	

CW100     SOL60     FBP85             PBR70            B60    RE70 
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Before & After
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Reworking the Preliminary Spreads

I	continued	using	the	same	set	of	typefaces	
when	designing	the	preliminary	spread	to	tie	
it	all	together.	

Above left:	Title	page	with	frontispiece	image	
in	memory	of	the	original	dictionary.	
Above:	Explains	the	features	of	the	dictionary	
and	how	to	use	it	with	an	annotated	sample	
section	of	the	text.	
Right:	List	of	edited	editorial	staff.	
Left:	Contents	&	copyright	page;	contains	
a	few	errors:	the	reprinted	date,	copyright	
holder	and	I	didn’t	have	time	to	complete	the	
abbreviations	used	in	the	text	page.
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Mock Up

The	book	was	handcrafted:	
pages	were	glue	bound	
[right];	protected	by	a	
hardback	in	light	turquoise	
blue	cloth	[below];	lined	
with	orange	endpapers	and		
three	thin	orange	ribbon	
page	markers.	The	colours	
were	chosen	to	emulate	the	
design	inside;	also	I	felt	it	
‘lifted’	the	book	and	made	it	
less	formal,	more	appealing	
&	approachable.

There	were	errors,	
the	first	cover	was	
too	short	it	didn’t	
fully	protect	the	outer	
edge	[left].	I	glued	
down	an	unneces-
sary	edge	in	the	joint	
of	the	final	cover	
[top	right]	but	overall	
I’m	pleased	plus	the	
navigational	side	bar	
looks	&	works	great	
[far	right	&	right].
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Sample Spread - In Situ
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Endnotes

I	thoroughly	enjoyed	this	brief.	It	wasn’t	easy	but	I	got	stuck	into	it	
from	the	word	go	and	didn’t	stop	until	I	was	100%	happy	with	every	
decision	I	had	made.	

I’m	very	pleased	with	how	it	has	turned	out.	I	believe	I	achieved	
everything	I	set	out	to	accomplish	and	more.	I	would	of	course	loved	
to	have	made	a	complete	dictionary	but	that	was	unrealistic.	

I’ve	learnt	the	thorough	process	that	is	necessary	to	begin	with	when	
working	solely	with	text	-	the	trying	and	testing	every	detail	and	option	
in	turn,	focusing	on	one	aspect	at	a	time,	pushing	it	to	the	extreme	-	
only	then	you	will	see	what	really	works.	

I’ve	realised	the	importance	of	delicate	handling	and	minor	adjust-
ments	that	text	needs	to	function	as	a	whole	successfully.	One	must	
also	regularly	print	out	the	designs	in	full	scale	and	colour	and	test	
them	to	see	what	other	people	think	since	they	are	intended	to	be	
used	by	the	public	in	general.

For	further	in-depth	and	thorough	documentation	
of	my	workings	please	see	the	corresponding	A4	

folder	also	inclosed	in	this	box.	

To	find	out	more	please	visit	and	read	my	blog	at:	
isabellerina.wordpress.com
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